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When turning one-
piece hollow forms, 
woodturners rely on 

many methods, tools, and jigs. 
Success is a challenge—even for 
experienced woodturners. 

But switch to my two-part 
turning approach, and your 
chances for success will improve 
dramatically:
• No additional tools required. 
Just sharpen the tools you 
currently use to turn a platter or 
a bowl—this project requires no 
special hollowing tools. 
• Thin is in. Wall thickness is 
not an issue. You can easily turn a 
piece to 1/1/1 8/8/" thickness or less.
• Smooth inside. With this 
approach, you can completely 
finish the inside. And when your 
friends or customers poke their 
fingers inside the opening (you 
know they will), they will not 
get a sliver.
• Safe makes sense. One-
piece hollowing requires risky 
techniques. Hanging a gouge or 

scraper a long way over a tool rest scraper a long way over a tool rest 
is a precarious technique. My two-is a precarious technique. My two-
part approach improves safety.part approach improves safety.

To succeed, I recommend you To succeed, I recommend you 
have the skill to turn two similar have the skill to turn two similar 
shallow bowls. 

I have completed hollow forms I have completed hollow forms 
over 20" in diameter and only 4 in diameter and only 4"
deep. Because I pierce much of my deep. Because I pierce much of my 
work, I turn most of these forms 
to less than 1/1/1 8/8/" thick. I am not 
sure this would be possible with 
any other method. Because of the 
simplicity, I can comfortably turn 
three or four 10"- to 12"-diameter 
forms in a day. And they are good 
sellers for me.

Give it a try. The results can be 
stunning.

See some of Brian’s variations of 
this form on other pages. 

Get started 
For turning tools, you will need 
¼" and 5/5/5 8/8/" bowl gouges and a 1"

skew. For your lathe, you’ll need 
a 4" faceplate, a four-jaw chuck, 
and a cone center. If you don’t 
have access to a cone center, turn 
a similar profile for a live center. a similar profile for a live center. 
(You’ll find cone centers that can 
provide a guide for turning the 
shape in most turning catalogs.)

Choose well-seasoned lumber 
for this project—your stock must 
be dry to about 6 percent. If you 
have a moisture meter, it would 
be wise to take a reading after 
bandsawing the stock in Step 1.

For this project, I selected a 
piece of 3×12×12" box elder.
The piece is now ready for 
embellishing. When finished with 
the surface, apply a finish of your 
choice. In my shop, I spray on four 
or five coats of lacquer finish. 

Hollow 
 & Thin

Turn this two-piece 
  hollow form and watch 
    your woodturning skills 
      take off.

By Brian McEvoyBy Brian McEvoy
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“Peace Offering.” Box elder; 3×12". 
Grouse feather design with braided deer 
hide and antique trading beads. 

1At your bandsaw, cut the blank in two. 
If you are unable to cut a slab this size 

at your bandsaw, use two pieces from the 
same board of even-grained stock.  
I have good results with a 1" skip-tooth 
blade (3 tpi). 

2Cut the pieces round and attach 4" 
faceplates to what will become the 

inside of the saucer. (You can complete this 
with one faceplate.)

Turn the outside top 

3Select the best or most interesting grain 
for the top. Turn this section first.

4Use care not to reduce the diameter 
of either the top or the bottom pieces. 

Remember that they must match perfectly.

5Finish turning the outside profile of 
the top section. Turn a ¾"- to 1"-deep 

recess for what will become the top 
opening. Be mindful of the position of the 
screws holding the faceplate.

6Using the technique you prefer for 
completing a bowl, turn a dovetail inside 

the top opening. You’ll use this to mount the 
four-jaw chuck jaws during reverse turning. 
The top outside is complete for now. It is not 
necessary to sand at this point.
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7To turn the outside of the bottom section 
of the saucer, repeat the profiling steps 

described on the previous pages.

Turn the bottom 

8Turn a foot with a ¼" recess for 
rechucking in a later step. The depth 

of the recess is the primary difference 
between the bottom and the top pieces.

9 Sand the foot inside and outside to 
finished standards (500 grit in my shop). 

Next, remove the faceplates from both 
halves.

10 Mount the top section into a four-jaw 
chuck. I prefer extended-jaw models, 

which provide extra room for my tools.

11If your piece is the slightest bit out of 
round, gently re-turn and true up the 

surface. Remove as little material from the 
outside edge as possible.

12Square the inside edge of the top. 
Remove only the stock necessary to 

square the face—you do not want to lose 
too much in diameter.

13With a gouge, remove enough 
materialst o get a straightedge across 

the full diameter without hitting high spots.

14With a steel straightedge, check 
that the outside lip is perfectly flat. 

Remember that this will be your glue joint.

15For final turning, use a 1" skew turned 
on its side. 

16Once you are sure the edge is 
perfectly flat (a ¼"-wide glue joint is 

fine), begin hollowing the inside.
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17Now, turn the top to 1/8" thickness. 
Remove the stock in 1" stages, 

starting from the outside edge. Achieve the 
proper thickness in each 1" segment before 
moving to the center. 

Turn the inside top

18Use a caliper to accurately measure 
the thickness throughout the top.

19Continue removing material in 1" 
steps. A sharp tool and a firm yet 

relaxed grip will prevent chatter.

20Eventually you will break through the 
deep recess in the top piece. This 

becomes the inside of the top opening.

21Thoroughly clean up the top opening, 
being careful not to hit the chuck 

jaws—leave 1/16" to 1/8" of wood surrounding 
the jaws. You will later sand away this stock. 

22Sand the inside to 320-grit smooth-
ness. Curious handlers can’t resist 

feeling the inside, so do a thorough job. 

Alaskan yellow cedar; 5×21×1/16". 
This is one of Brian’s largest hollow 
forms. It features pyrography and 
pierced feathers. 
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27Keep the bottom half mounted on 
the lathe. Test the fit again by finding 

the best bookmatch position. To make 
assembly easier, use a pencil to mark the 
match on both pieces. 

28Apply yellow woodworker’s glue 
to the ¼"-wide rim on both pieces. 

Remove excess glue.

29Using a cone center, line up the 
pencil marks and clamp the two 

pieces, using the tailstock to apply 
pressure. If a cone center is not in your 
arsenal, turn one to fit your live center and 
size it to match the opening on the  
top section.

24You’re now ready for a dry test. 
Gently tweak the joint if necessary. A 

slight variance (1/16" or less) in the diameter 
of the two sections is acceptable—your 
final sanding and finishing will take care of 
discrepancies.

25Finish turning the inside of the 
bottom section until the thickness 

matches that of the top. Sand to your 
finishing standards.

26While it’s still mounted on the lathe, 
apply a clear finish (I prefer clear 

lacquer) to the inside bottom section. Be 
careful not to get any finish on the ¼"-wide 
glue joint.

23After removing the top half from 
the chuck, mount the bottom half 

and repeat the steps completed for the 
top portion. Remember to true the ¼" lip 
perfectly; this becomes a glue joint.
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30During clamping, the cone will center 
the top half to match the bottom. Exert 

enough pressure to squeeze out the glue. Then 
clean up the excess and clamp for 15 to 20 
minutes or as recommended on the glue bottle.

31Remove the tailstock. Beginning 
with 80-grit sandpaper, finish up the 

opening. (I have good results with a Swiss-
made foam-backed sandpaper.)

32Finish-sand the top and bottom 
with handheld or power techniques 

that you favor. I sand my pieces to 500-grit 
smoothness.
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“Acoma Seed Jar.” Alaskan yellow 
cedar and acrylic paint; 4×7". The 
Mimbres, an ancient American 
Southwest tribe, provided the 
inspiration for the design of this  
two-piece hollow form. 

“Otto’s Saucer.” Maple burl, African ebony, and wenge; 
4×11". “This is one of my first multi-piece hollow forms 
and is still one of my favorites,” Brian said.

Brian McEvoy (onegoodturn.ca) 
is a studio turner who lives in 
Edmonton, Alberta.
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